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ABSTRACT:  

This research presents the phonological aspects which happens in KID. This study concerns with the 

process which occur in connected speech such as Assimilation, Elision, Intrusion..These process are 

used by the speakers of KIA .In this empirical study, the spontaneous speech of the individuals who 

speak KID has been recorded in natural setting. The three phonological phenomena that concern this 

study have been explained briefly before starting the phonological analysis of the data collected about 

KID. This study is restricted to the analysis of segmental phonemes in KIA, that is the consonants and 

vowels and any aspects related to them. It also studies the phonological processes of assimilation, 

elision, and linking as aspects of connected speech.The researcher employed judgment sampling to 

select my informants from the Kubiesa community for the current investigation. First, the Muslim 

population in Kubeisa (KIA) speaks the language as a native speaker because they were born and 

reared there, providing a practical rationale for the usage of this approach.  The data collected will 

depend on interviews with people who are considered native speakers of this dialect and live in kubeisa 

town. The same thing is true with the conversations recorded for the same purpose.When analyzing the 

examples taken from the data to point out the assimilated  intruded, elided and imalized sounds in 

context.Several utterances from the speech and discussions of native KIA speakers are analyzed in this 

study. It includes talks and debates on a variety of subjects, including social, economic, educational, 

religious, and sporting issues. Its main goal is to pinpoint the crucial phonological mechanism of KIA 

within the context of the studied phonological issues. According to the hypothesis, such variances 

might exist.KIA has regressive and progressive assimilation, but there is no coalescent assimilation.In 

KIA,, all types of elision depend on context. 
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1. Introduction:  

 

This study looks into the phonological phenomena of sounds assimilation elision, intrusion. 

The phonological analysis of KIA hasn't been studied before, as far as the researcher is 

omena listed above will, in the aware. As a result, comparing the phonological phen

researcher's opinion and Knowledge, provide new  insight on this Iraqi  dialect.This research 

KIA dialect has been aims to show the phonological aspects of KIA with reference to SE. 

h reference to SE which is "the variety of a chosen by the researcher to be studied wit

language treated as the official language and used in public broadcasting, publishing and 

education "Yule ,  (295:2010) ) " .It is a variety of English used by educated people and 

Jones, 1976: 12(. It is taught to  English speaking world )understood by people in the 

learners of English in Iraqi schools and other educational institutions. In this study the 

ularly concerned with the variety of pronunciation described by educated researcher is partic

sh English ")Gimson, 1976:95(.To the researcher's knowledge, this Iraqi southern Briti

Arabic dialect.,i.e., KIA may not be given special interest in spite of the diversity of 

phonological features it entails compared with other dialects spoken in western of  Iraq in 
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In this study, several  This variety is called RP English.ticular and Iraq in general. par

utterances from the speech and conversations of KIA native speakers are examined. It covers 

ting, and otherdiscussions and debates about social, economic, educational, religious, spor 

f topics. Its primary aim is to identify the key phonological process of KIA in the context o

the researched phonological difficulties.There may be such variations, according to the 

It is with reference to SE. sounds in context in KIA   theory.This study aims to study

recommended to take into account the differences between KIA )and MSA( and SE in the 

number of consonant sequences when teaching English at schools and Universities.  

2. Material and Method 

2.1 Research Design  

 qualitative research , which is based on words and text produced by a  This Research is a

small number of individuals who speak KIA .This research is descriptive,since it deals with  

s. data that are collected in a form of  recorded sentences or  conversation rather than number

 This study focuses on making interviews with KIA speakers ,in addition to using the audio 

process recording device.The interviewees provide information about their personal and 

erview is to linguistic backgrounds in response to the questions. The purpose of the int

narrow down the population in order to select informants who are appropriate for the study 

of the objectives.The  current study is concerned with the analysis of recorded content 

akersincluding sentences, words and conversations   spoken by KIA spe.  

2.2 Sampling  

 A population is a collection of people, things, or things from which measurement data are 

drawn. This term has a direct bearing on the study goal. The population level participants 

tion. The following subsections from Kubeusa city were the main focus of the investiga

include a variety of research methodologies.  The focus of the current study was on purposive 

sampling, where respondents were picked based on the researcher's assessment that they 

have desired qualities and can offer the necessary information. The  participants involved in 

this inquiry are from varied ages and professions. There are both males and females. The 

people that speak KIA are all natural Arabic speakers, and as they all reside in Kubeisa city, 

variances have been found. However, a specific amount of words are  no obvious dialectal

pronounced a certain way even among those who reside in this city and speak KIA. 

  quality, reliable phone linguistic data that adequately represents the target -Finding high

the most challenging challenge facing phonologists,how can the results of a population is 

study of the linguistic behavior of a small sample of informants be extrapolated to the entire 

y to population of a speech community?.The selection of speakers from the general communit

rely on for the study's objectives is referred to as "sampling" . 

The researcher employed judgment sampling to select my informants from the Kubiesa 

community for the current investigation. First, the Muslim population in Kubeisa  (KIA) 

uage as a native speaker because they were born and reared there, providing a speaks the lang

practical rationale for the usage of this approach. The researcher used the knowledge of the 

the  population to generate the samples. Second, the Kubiesa community as a whole endorsed

http://www.uoajournal.com/
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use of judgment sampling. In this research,a method of random selection was used to get the 

data. The two types of sampling processes are probability or random sampling and non 

identified random sampling. Every member of the population may be -probability or non

thanks to the use of random sampling in data collection and analysis, and the sample size 

employed in this study is typically the same for all participants Mohammed, 2018.) ) 

 2.3 Kubeisa Iraqi Arabic Dialect 

 and raised in Kubeisa town and still reside there  Aside from individuals who were born

today, for a variety of reasons, other people who were born and raised in this town and now 

reside in other places in Iraq, including the nation's capital Baghdad, speak this dialect. The 

's spoken by the residents of Kubeisa town, which is located about 18 dialect' i-qiltu

kilometers south of Hit city. It was originally an oasis on the outskirts of Iraq's western 

s desert. After the 1960s of the previous century, it thereafter developed and its population. It

name is now used by a sizable cement plant that was built nearby. Along with wealthy 

known political, religious, educational, -merchants, this town has produced numerous well

nyone and officers. However, KIA may not receive the necessary attention even though a

who listens to it will notice that it is a distinct dialect that is distinguished by the frequent use 

of the /q/ sound in addition to other features that are anticipated to be highlighted after 

carrying out the analysis of the data collected. The  lowingfol list of  phonetic symbols is used 

throughout this research. Segmental  Phonemes in KIA will be classified as the following: 

A. The consonants 

/b/ ب as in /beetum/ ' their house'  

/d/ د as in /darob/ 'way'  

/ t  /ط as in /9ațeetu/ 'give him'  

/ k /ك as in /kalamtu/ ' l speak to him'  

/ q /ق as in /qilt/ ' said  

'as in /?ana/'I أ? /  /  

/ f /ف as in /?itxajf/ 'frightening'  

/ ð  /ذ as in / haðola // 'they'  

/θ/ث 'a name of maleθ/ as in /laj'  

/ d  /ض as in /beed / 'eggs'  

/ s  /س as in / samoh/ "call it "  

/ṣ/ ص as in / haşad/ 'harvest'  

/ ʃ  /ش as in / ʃajmaa?/ 'female name'  

/ġ/ غas in / ?izġajr/ ' young'  
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/ x  /خ as in /?ixtaraw/ ' choose  

'as in /9indu/ 'he has ع/  9/  

/ ḥ/ ح amaluha/ 'carrying  itḥas in / '  

/ h /هـ as in /hiwa/ 'he'  

/ dʒ /ج as in / dʒebu/ ' bring it '  

/ m  /م as in /mada/ 'material'  

/n  /ن as in /namla/ 'ant'  

/ I  /ل as in /qalbu/ 'his heart'  

/ r  /ر as in /rabbat beet / housewife'  

/w  /و as in/warid/ 'flowers'  

/ j /ي as in /ja9țu/ 'give him  

B. Vowels 

/bringii/ as in /?itd3iib/ ''  

/i/ as in /?i9wajlee/ ' family'  

/ee/ as in / ?ileehum/ ' with them '  

/a/ as in /9aţlțeetu/ ' give him'  

/aa/ as in /raas/ ' head'  

/o/ as in /9ațoh / ' give him'  

/oo/ as in /noom/'sleeping'  

/u/as in /9indu/ 'he has '  

/youuu/as in /?iʃluuneek/ 'hiw are '  

/aw/as in /?awlaad/ ' boys'  

/aaw/ as in /baqlaawa/ 'sweets'  

/ay/ as in /daja9tu/ 'lost'  

/aaj/as in ?aajam/ 'days'  

/ooj/ as in /booja/ ' gypsum'  
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2.4 Sounds in Context in Kubeisa Iraqi Arabic  

1. Assimialtion  

 which some consonant or vowel characteristics are Assimilation is a phonological process in 

transferred to the neighboring segment to make them more or less the same. Language 

assimilation can be divided into two categories: progressive assimilation and regressive 

assimilation (Jalabneh,2012). ording toAcc   (Abu Salim, 1982) the main consonant 

assimilation processes that take place in both classical and informal Arabic are described and 

categorized as progressive or regressive, partial or complete.He explains how the influence 

ther results in assimilation.According to )Ali,2012( states that "despite of one segment on ano

Mummathala,' the English term -the fact that it is the most often used approximation and 'AL

' assimilation' is not exactly identical to the Arabic term 'idgham' ,since assimilation is

regarded as one form of doubling sounds". It is described as the articulation of two sounds as 

one sound, involving changes in mode of articulation, site of articulation, and voicing in the 

owed by a point vowel, i.econdition that one of the two consonants must be preceded or foll .

/ i/, / a/, / u/ ) Ibrahim,1978(.   Because any language's communication conforms to phonetic 

harmony, the sounds of any language are influenced when they are close to one another in a 

6(.As a result, whether there are two sounds in single word or two syllables)Bin Mu'min,198

a single word or two words that share the same articulation point, the first sound might 

influence the second sound and vice versa. There are three different types of KIA 

define each one and give examples as the following assimilation, and the researcher will:  

A. Progressive assimilation 

  It   is defined as the assimilation of two adjacent sounds, where the first sound affects or 

exceeds the second sound, and the direction of influence is considered to be progressive 

when the lexical or )Alsaigh, 1998(. In the Arabic phonological system, assimilation occurs 

clausal characteristics of a segment are influenced by those of the segment that came before 

it. In other words, the previous  segmental features  are carried over to the following 

one)Jalabneh,2012( for examples  

راحندو.1  

/uqaily,2012(-Alraaḥḥindu/ (/➝raaḥ 9indu/  

"go to him"  

 The first word ends with the fricative pharyngeal /ḥ/ which is affected by the following 

fricative pharyngeal sound/9/ at the first of the second word.  

تيدين.2  

/ttidiin/➝tridiin//  

"do you want"  

ntal flap /r/ is changed to voiceless dental stop/t/.) Aluqeily, 2012(The voiced de  

اصبر.3  
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/?burşi?/➝işțaper//  

"be patient"  

The modification of voiceless emphatic stop /ț/ to voiceless emphatic fricative /ş/.  

قَفصَمك )قفص سمك.)4  

/qafaṣamak/  

"fish cage"  

 Here, the modification of voiceless alveolar fricative/s/ to  voiceless retroflex fricative sound 

/ṣ/ .The first sound of the second word is affected by the last one of the first word .  

ليث ذكي.5  

/ðakiθ laj/  

"laith is clever"  

 ð/The  sound/θ/./to voiceless fricative ð/ n of voiced fricative /In these words,the modificatio

 θ/is pronounced weakly,since the affection of the  sound /.  

B. Regressive Assimilation 

 In assimilatory processes a segment takes on “Schane )1973, p. 49( defines assimilation as 

features from a neighboring segment. A consonant may pick up features from a vowel, a 

, or one vowel may take on features of a consonant, one consonant may influence another

vowel may have an effect on another.”  

The direction of influence is regressive in this type of assimilation, which means that the 

second  sound affects the first one that comes before it , and it entails changes in articulation 

rticulation, voicing, and tafxiim "emphaticness as in these examplesstyle, location of a :  

1.wassemat→/wassem maat/  

haaðaa dental fricative /z/ for instance, voiced →  ṣ/The voiceless dental emphatic fricative /

helizġajir→/alṣagiir/.  

أخذ جمار)أخَجمار.)2  

?xad3umara?/➝axað d3umar/  

 "take some fruit"  

to voiced affricate/d3ð/The modification of the voiced fricative//.  

 3ام مرتضَى. 
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umurtaḍa/➝um murtaḍa /  

"Murtadha's mother"  

This kind of assimilation is called identical  assimilation,it is one of the provisions of the 

static /m/, so if the static/ساكن/ /m/ followed by a moving /m/; because it has a merging of the 

two 

identical sounds the consonant /m/ and the /m/ that come after it.  

)إكبيس()أكبيصارلها سنوات متغيرِت.)3  

/?ikbeeṣaarelha sanawat matġajrit/  

"the city of Kabeisa has not changed for years the situation of"  

what is ṣaarelha/.these are two word/?ikbees/and /?ikbeeṣaarelha/ ,Concerning the words/

important here is that the modification of the voiceless dental fricative sound /s/ to 

1970(Ani,-pharyngealized fricative )Al.  

نطحم ب َرحايي.4  

/neṭḥim beraḥaaje/  

"grind with mill"  

 Instead of the /n/ sound  assimilated and impacted by the sound that followed, the speaker  

pronounces the consonant /m/ at the end of the word. As it is previously mentioned by 

hen the nasal /n/ is preceded  the voiceless stop /b/ sound, it is pronounced  )Roach,2000(, w

as the nasal /m/ sound, as in this word,so the modification of the nasal /n/ to the nasal /m/.  

لا تحجاكيتكَ أهنايه.5  

/laa ?itḥiṭ d3akeetak ?ihnaja/  

"don't put your jacket here "  

 What draws an attention in this pronunciation is that the modification from  the voiceless 

to voiced affricate /d3ṭ/ dental emphatic //.  

Coalescent AssimilationC.    

  ot fuse This type of assimilation does not occur in KIA because the dentals /t, d, s, z/ do n

with the palatal sound /j/resulting in /tʃ, ʤ , ʃ, Ʒ /, as seen in the following examples:  

[faazat jisra]"jisra is won"  

2. Elision 

  Crystal )2003:158( defines elision as "the omission of sounds in connected speech".To

)clark and Yallop ,1995(, these situations could involve noises that are so poorly expressed 
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that they lose their aural importance or that are completely missed in the flow of running 

phenomenaconversation. Casual fast speech is characterized by this phonological .  

 When they appear in a string of unstressed syllables, the English vowels /ə / and /i/ are 

Shayib,1987(.This type of lenition technique is the -Hassan and Elcontextually omitted ) 

c that is spoken there by both most intense.)see Carr,1993(.Iraqi Arabic is the dialect of Arabi

educated and uneducated individuals )Khoshaba,2006(. It is the one that stands out among 

other variants due to unique lexical and phonological characteristics. Iraqi Arabic is similar 

portions, most notably the glottal plosive in various to other Arabic dialects in that several 

words, are deleted. Additionally, complete syllables are frequently omitted in various word 

places, particularly in words that are derived from Classical Arabic. In some instances where 

plates of the Classical. Arab Grammarians credit elision to the difference the syllabic tem

between the Solar and Lunar alphabets)Watson,2002(.According to Roach )2009(,There are 

three kinds of Elision in this dialect which are:  

A. Elision of Consonants 

 in time, consonantal parts were omitted from KIA words. For example,  At a particular point

the disappearance of the glottal plosive in various word positions can be used to illustrate 

this. /Braahiim/.The following sentences are examples of KIA:  

الشَباب يحتاجو لِدعَم.1  

/?b jiḥtaad3o lilda9eemiʃaba/  

"Young players need sports support"  

 The speaker uses a type of elision known as elision of consonants when referring to the term 

/. This word should be pronounced /jataad3on/. The nasal consonant /n/ is elided /jiḥtaad3o

of the word by the speaker to abbreviate the at the end sentence. The  is  lilda9eem/word /

described in the following type of elision.  

لطُلاب.2  

/liṭulab/  

"for the students"  

 emphatic is the -Non /lilṭullabin MSA is //liṭulabThe pronunciation of the word /

sound /l/. The /i/ vowel is spoken without the consonant sound for a variety of approximate 

reasons, including easier pronunciation. Since the influence speech has on pronunciation, the 

sound /l/ has been eliminated.  

فييام.3  

/feejam ➝fi ?ajam /  

"during some days"  
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 The speaker omits the glottal stop in the second word,this  a type of consonant elision. A 

simple short vowel /a/ is omitted by native speakers when they eliminate vowels altogether.  

راحو ع سوق.4  

/jeroḥu 9asuq/  

"go to the market"  

  in MSA, the  /elsoq 9alawhich is pronounced /  /9asoqthe word /In order to pronounce 

speaker frequently omits the vowels /a/ and /e/ as well as the consonant/l/.  

B. Elision of  Vowels 

 People frequently omit a phoneme from words or expressions that are immediately 

vowel or consonant(. However, the pronunciation is considered sloppy if the recognizable )a 

Hamash, -omission makes the word or sentence difficult to distinguish )Behnam and Al

1975.)  

 f Another instance of omission  that takes place for phonological reasons is the removal o

and monosyllabic words in Iraqi Arabic  -short vowels from the first unstressed syllables of bi

its original pronunciation isj9irfuun/ ,"know",Khalesi,2006(and )Owens, 2006( as in  /-)Al 

/ .The following words are examples of this kind/ja9rifuun:  

للدعم.1  

/lilda9eem/  

"support"  

, in MSA is pronounced as "ila , it will describe/lilda9eemAs it is mentioned that the word/

da9im," the speaker uses a type of elision known as vowel elision, in which the simple short 

vowel rather than the short /i/ vowel seen in  vowels I and "a" are omitted. using the long /ee/

MSA.  

   2عاج مرشو.

/ad3 mareʃu9/  

"It can not be sprayed because there is dust"  

 is spoken rapidly. Some sounds in the word are omitted due to the  9ad3/The word /

in relation to MSA. Through  /9ad3ad3ced/influence of pronunciation. This term is pronoun

this pronunciation, it is clear that the middle consonant, /d3/ has been missed by the speaker. 

The meaning is unaffected by this consonant sound absence. To make the word's 

ded this soundpronunciation easier, the speaker has eli  

/3. الله يحرزو.  

/allah jeḥerzo/  
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"Allah protect him"  

The speaker pronounces the low open vowel /o/ at the end of the word, eliding the consonant 

/h/ to make pronunciation easier.  

وِنريد.4  

/wenriid/  

"We want"  

, what draws attention in /wa nuriidMSA,is pronounced /,in /wenriidAs regards the word /

these words is that the speaker uses the short vowel /u/ to shorten the speech.  

5/.d3aad3/  

In this word, the speaker elides  a number of phonemes , since its pronunciation is 

/aker omits the syllable/de/ to shorten the speechdad3aad3/.Clearly,the spe.  

C. Elision of whole syllable 

 KIA dialect speakers drop completely )hu from hum ( whether possessive after nouns, or 

 object after verbs,this expression is described by )Khoshaba,2006( in Moslawi dialect as in

these examples :  

  1سلاحم)سلاحهم(.

 2بيوتم)بيوتهم( .

  3اقلم)اقول لهم( .

 4عندم)عندهم(. 

 5عسوق  ) على السوق(. 

3. Intrusion 

 intrusion means "the addition of sounds in connected  AS stated by Crystal )2003:242(,

speech''.In other words, the sound introduced is not present in syllables or phrases that are on 

their own,see) Hartmann and Stork,1976(.There are three kinds of intrusion which are:  

1- Prothesis (paragoge)  

 Prothetic is the addition of a vowel or consonant by prosthesis without altering the meaning 

or other aspects of a word structure, as well as the change in spelling or pronunciation,for 

steit ] )Trask,2003(ə→ ] example ,state .  

2-  Epenthesis 
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  ics and phonology, the insertion of an additional sound within a word is referred In phonet

to as an incursion )Fromkin &.et al)2003(.According to)Ingham,2009(,some Iraqi dialects 

eginning  feature and they tend to intrude the /i/and /u/ to separate bAnaptyxis consist of the 

warid/ "flower/→ warda/ and final Consonant Clusters. / ."  

3-  Anaptyxis 

It is a different type of insertion where a short vowel is inserted between consonants to make 

pronunciation easier. It is the insertion of a vowel between two consonants. Anaptyxis or 

.v. The Free Online vowel epenthesis is the insertion of a vowel between two consonants  )s

Wikipedia(.There are many instances of this type in KIA .According to )Ingham,2009(,some 

feature and they tended to intrude the /i/and /u/ to  iraqi dialects consist of the anaptyxis

separate beginning  and final  Consonant Clusters.  

1. وم حسبت أدخََللي.  

/ljuum hsabit ?iddaxal/  

 'Today I counted the income '  

 The vowel sound /a/ is intruded in the word / daxal/ pronounced by KIA native speakers to 

shorten the pronunciation .  

أردلك أحد يجي.2  

/?redlak ?ḥad jid3i/  

"comewe want somebody to "  

Regarding the word /?redlak/, native speaker pronounces the word quickly to facilitate the 

pronunciation. Intrusion of the consonant sound occurs initially by intrusion of an extra 

sound /?/ in the beginning of the word.  

 nserts the short high vowel/i/ after the glottal stop .This kind of Furthermore , the speaker i

intrusion is called Anaptyxis.  

3/.ta9aalum ʃufom/  

Regarding the word /ta9aalum/ , the speaker ends this word by the nasal sound /m/ .The 

that the speaker intrudes the nasal sound at ,so it is clear  /ta9aluoriginal pronunciation is /

is the same.This kind of intrusion is called ʃufom/the end of the word.The following word /

Prothesis.  

اقلمُ أقعدوم. 4  

/?aqelum qi9dum/  

"I said for them " wake up"  

 The speaker intrudes the nasal sound at the end of the words , this process is called paragoge 

intrusion.  
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بدرَُب.5  

/biddarub/  

 "in the way"  

 In the middle of the word , the speaker intrudes the vowel sound /u/  to break the association 

usterof the Consonant Cl .  

 

3. and Discussion Results    

1. Results 

  In results, a speech sound  can be heard as a separate entity or as a component of a larger whole. When 

standing entity, a complex of all the sound's elements -we hear a sound by itself, we heart it as a free

hear a sound as a whole interacting with one another to make that one specific sound. We no longer 

when we hear it as part of something else. Instead, we hear those aspects of the sound that appear to be 

significant in the context in which we hear it. Something is acting to contextualize a sound when it is 

rger whole as more than just the sound alone.The processes of assimilation, heard as a part of a la

elision and intrusion in  segmental phonemes of KIA are presented below in the normal speech of one 

of the KIA participants  

ِ  انا رَبةَ بيِت مادارسي.1  

/?rabbat beet madaarseeana /  

 "lam a housewife and did not study"  

  are pronounced by this participant like MSA. The first word begins with the rabbat/?ana /The words /

glottal stop followed by the short vowel /i/. The second word starts with  the  flap sound /r/ which is 

ntal followed by a vowel. In this word /rabbat/ we have a geminate which is the stop voiced and de

consonant /b/;it can be defined as "a sequence of identical articulation")Hartmann and stork,1977:93( 

,which is pronounced  /as these identical sounds/bb/.The word  ends with  voiceless  stop /t

accompanied by a puff of air )aspiration(.  

 The speaker  pronounces  the simple  bajt/.,in MSA,it is   pronounced / /beetConcerning the word /

long vowel /ee/ instead of the diphthong  /aj/,this process is called deflexion .  

 in MSA.However, what draws the  ma ?adrus/,is pronounced instead of //madarseeord /In the w

attention in this analysis in this word is the pronunciation of the long vowel /aa/ and /ee/ instead of the 

medial CC.The woman who uttered  short vowels if we compare with the pronunciation of MSA./rs/ are

as expected .This points out that she uses  /madarsathis word says /madarseej/ instead of /

?imala)deflexion(, since the vowel /a/ becomes/ee/.The speaker tends to use lengthen vowel.They also 

use ?imala.  
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  SE, we find differences between SE and KIA since the native speakers of this  With reference to

dialect tend to lengthen vowels besides using only consonant cluster of two consonants. They also use 

deflexion .  

مَرات تجي عَلِينا نقُْعدُ سَوا.2  

/sawamarraated3i 9aleena noq9od /  

Sometimes ,she comes to us and we sit together 

 there is a geminate of the flap consonant /r/, both short and long maraated3i/,Concerning the words /

that vowels are produced. /t/ in the first word  is  merged  because it is followed by the same consonant,

means  the last voiceless stop sound in the end of the first word  is assimilated with the identical sound 

in the beginning of the first word  as in the following analysis:  

marated3i/➝ marat ted3i/  

 This kind of assimilation is called regressive assimilation . 

 ,in MSA.The voiced pharyngeal fricative consonant /9/is /9alajnaais pronounced //9aleenaThe word /

followed by the short vowel /a/. The long simple vowel /ee/ is pronounced instead of the diphthong 

/aj/used in MSA when we say /9alaynaa/ .  

 Concerning the word / which is pronounced /naq9ud/innoq9od/ MSA, the  analysis reveals the use of 

the vowel /o/ instead of /a/ by this woman besides the use of /q/ consonant sound as in MSA instead of 

/used by the speaker of 'gilit dialect' in Iraq. As it is clear in this word, the  g/which is  usually

consonants /q9/ form a medial CC .  

 is pronounced quickly and its pronunciation by this participant is different from  /sawaThe word /

/yllablessawjja/which definitely includes more s .  

 With reference to SE,certainly there are differences in the use of vowels and consonants. However, 

assimilation as a phonological process is found in both languages .  

شُونيِك أم مرّتضَى.3  

/ʃonek ?umurtaḍa/  

"How are you"  

   after eliding the  ?iʃlonik//it may be taken from the more common word ʃonek/,/Concerning the word 

 ʃ/ consonant / glottal stop and the vowel that comes after it besides the light /l/ that comes after the 

.nciationHere,the number of syllables  becomes only two to facilitate the pronu.  

  Regarding the word / in murtaḍa/,and / /umwhich   consists of two words which are /?umurtaḍa/,

/r/ and /t/ are medial  murtaḍa/,has a similar pronunciation of both.In the word  /um/ MSA, the word /?
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in identical sound as in the  following  lationNasal Place AssimiCCs.This process is called 

representation of above word:  

umurtaḍa/➝um murtaḍa /  

 This kind of assimilation is called regressive or identical assimilation,it is one of the provisions of the 

static /m/, and its letter is the meem only, so if the static/ساكن/ /m/ followed by  a moving /m/; because it 

unds the consonant /m/ and the /m/ that come after it.With has a merging of the two identical so

aaḍreference to MSA,it pronunciation is /um murta/  

 is not ḍ/ With reference to SE,this analysis shows these consonant are found expect the phoneme /

found .  

أقوُلهَ اخطيّ بَعدو اصْغيَرّ.4  

/?aah ?ixṭajja ba9du izġaajraquul/  

"l say, oh he is still young."  

   In the aquul/ and /laah/.of two words which are /? consistsaquulaah/ It is  noticed that the word  /?

ced former word,the consonant sound /q/ is pronounced as  its pronunciation in MSA.It  is pronoun

instead of the sound /g/ in gilt dialects.This whole word has been pronounced as the same 

to be within the  /laahWhen the word is followed by /aquul/.pronunciation of the MSA which is /?

similation.Influence speech has been  same context ,the lateral sound /l/is exposed to the process of as

. This aquulaah/led to associated one word with the following one to make one word which is /?

association  of the word  leads to the process of assimilation of the lateral sound which is /l/ sound.The 

omes more like a nearby sound ,this phonological kind of assimilation is called one sound has bec

regressive assimilation ,since the first sound in the second word has been pronounced with strong 

pronounced in two words pronunciation and affected the last sound in the first word. This word can be 

in MSA as the following :  

?aquulaah?/➝aquulu laha/  

Furthermore, the speaker omits the short vowel/u/ from the first word to ease the pronunciation.  

  glottal stop initially followed it has been noticed this participant pronounces the ?ixṭajja/,In the word /

are associated to make medial CC.The speaker   xṭ/by the short vowel /i/.The consonant sounds /

inserted the vowel/e/ at the beginning of the word.The sounds /aj/ which begins as diphthong followed 

j/ and the short vowel /aby approximant consonant  //.  

undare not fox/, /9/,/q/ and /ṭ/With reference to SE, the analysis of this sentence shows the phonemes /.  

مَدرَيتِ وِسامْ مَات.5   

/madareet wasemat  /  
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"don't know wisam died"?  

 ?adrii/refers to  /dareetand ,//maa/refers to ,/ma/  in MSAmadareejti/ Concerning the //.  

 is pronounced with a short vowel sound to ease pronunciation  /maTaking MSA into account ,/

.,the glottal stop and the short vowel /a/ are elided in MSA,there is a consonant /dareetRegarding /

,the native speaker of KIA does not  pronounce it .The /?adrii/n of the word cluster in medial positio

simple long vowel /ee/ is also pronounced here.  

 is  /wisam.The word //matand / /wisamit consists of two words /wisamaat/,As regards the word/

which is  /wisaamxcept the shortening of the vowel /aa/ in /similar to MSA in its pronunciation e

mat/.This word ends with the nasal sound /m/ followed by the word  /wisamuttered // .  

   The pronunciation of these two words  leads to the process of assimilation of consonants, which in 

and making them one word in the pronunciation.This process ds to the merging of two words turn lea

has been used to combine two words with the intention of facilitating the pronunciation of speech.This 

kind of Assimilation is called identical assimilation  .  

 reference to SE ,we have a similar phonological process as we have in KIA excep the type of With 

assimilation used here is different .  

خَطيّ عِندو وِيلاَد.7  

/xaṭijja 9indu weelaad/  

 "he is a poor person ,he has boys"  

   voiceless velar fricative consonant sound /x/ followed by   is commenced with theṭijja/ The word  /xa

by simple short vowel /i/ ṭ/ the vowel sound /a/ ,then we have the voiceless dental pharyngealized stop /

.cal articulation a geminate which is defined phonetically as "a sequence of identixaṭijja/,In this word , /

"as stated by Hartmann and Stork)1972:93( represented by the approximant consonant sound /j/ which 

is followed by the /a/ .  

   it starts with the voiced pharyngeal  ,in MSA9indahu/is pronounced /u9indu/ Regarding the word /

llowed by the vowel /i/ ; it ends with /d/followed by the short vowel /u/ .In KIA, the fricative /9/ fo

word is pronounced with only two syllables ,whereas in MSA ,it has three.This means that the vowel 

/a/ after /d/ is replaced by /u/ and the consonant sound /h/ is elided .  

 It is begun with /w/ sound which  aawlaad/.in MSA, it is pronounced /weelaad/,Concerning the word /

pronounced instead of the diphthong /aw/ in the beginning of the word  in MSA,that means  there is 

vowel /aa/ in end of the word is pronounced by  elision of the vowel in beginning of the word.The long

the KPO4 as the same in  MSA.  

  Referring to the SE, there are differences that exist in KIA  but not found in English. The analysis of 

this  sentence shows  that all above mentioned consonants are found except  the phonemes /x/ and /9/ are 

not found in SE. The  phonological processes which occured in this sentence are found in SE and KIA .  
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يِكبَرو ويِعيشو.8  

/jekbaru wij9iiʃu/  

"They will (boys( grow up  and live"  

  In this jakbaron/.MSA which is   pronounced as / is analyzed by reference to jekbaru/ / The word 

,the approximant sound /j/  is pronounced in a different way from MSA .In KIA,this sound is  word

followed by the short vowel /e/,while in MSA /j/ is  followed by the short vowel/a/. /kb/  are two 

onant cluster .The flap consonant /r/ is followed by the short vowel/u/.When taking MSA medial cons

into account ,the long vowel /uu/ is replaced by the short vowel /u/ ,the nasal sound /n/ at the end is 

mber of syllables and shortening the elided .In KIA ,this may be due to tendency to minimizing the nu

long vowels.  

  with reference to  MSA the   original pronunciation of this wij9iiʃu/, Concerning the following  word/

wi/ is pronounced instead of /wa/ used in MSA, /j9/ are medial CC followed /ja9iiʃun /,  Waword  is /

by the same long vowel of MSA.In the end of the word , there is elision of the consonant /n/ which 

elides because the speaker tend to shorten the word .  

 ,these phonological processes which are mentioned above are found in SEWith reference to  the SE .  

حَمل ليتِاميِ حَمِل لِرصَاص وِثقيل مَينشَال عَراس.9  

/qiil majinʃaal 9araasθḥamilelejtamee ḥamilrṣaaṣ,wi/  

"on the head Raising orphans, as carrying bullets,which is  heavy that cannot be carried.  

  the word ḥamil ?alejtama/,,in MSA, it can be pronunced as /ḥamil elijtamee/As regards,the word  /

/is pronounced like MSA. /jt/ form a  medial CC.Native speakers tend to shorten the speech, so ḥamil/

l /a/ that follows it are elided.This participant uses the long vowel the glottal stop /? /and the short vowe

/ee/, this process is called the phenomenon of )deflexion( at the end of the word.  

  o reveals that it is pronounced as one word.With refference tḥamelirṣaaṣ/ The analysis of the  words /

.The word  begins with the same ḥamil eriṣaṣ/MSA,the original pronunciation of this word is /

pronunciation of  consonant and vowel sounds of the MSA. What attracts the attention here is that the 

d she elids the short vowel /i/ between /r/ and an,speakers elides the vowel/e/ in the middle of the words

/and makes medial CC.With reference to SE, these two phonological process are found ṣ/ .  

 starts with /wi/ which is used as a conjunction which pronounced /wa/ in qiil/ θwiIn the word /

used in MSA .Here ,the word starts aqiil/θ/ed by this participant instead of is pronouncqiil/ θMSA./

with a consonant cluster on initial position of the word after eliding the short vowel /a/ .The consonant 

is different from gilit dialects  sound /q/ is similar to that used in MSA is pronounced in KIA and here it

is used instead of /maa/ used in MSA.This  majinʃaal/ma/in //igiil/.θin which this word is pronounced/

helps in pronouncing quickly.  
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   his word ,with reference to the Modern Standard Arabic language, t9araas/ Concerning the word  /

, the consonant sound /9/ is pronounced instead of the syllables /9ala era?shas been pronounced as /

/ala9/. Through the above pronunciation, there is a process of elision  in the consonant and  in the 

o facilitate the pronunciationvowel.  Elision of  the consonant /l/ occurs t.  

  Elision of the vowel leads to pronounce the word quickly without difficulty.The long vowel/aa/ is 

pronounced at the end of the word in KIA which leads to elision of the consonant /?/ sound at the end 

of the word.  

مِة إعْمامهمإبسَلا.10  

/??i9mamhum ibsalaamit/  

"with the care of their uncles"  

it starts with the glottal stop/ ?/  to mean the care given by their uncles ,?ibsalaamit//Here the word 

followed by the short vowel /i/ which are intruded before /bsalaamit/ may be to ease the pronunciation.  

/,but here  /salaamatb/ and /s/ come in sequence to make consonant cluster.In MSA , we usually say /

t uses the short vowel /i/ instead of /a/.This is ?imala )deflexion(.The following wordthis participan 

ows that the glottal stop  /?/ and the short in MSA,it sh9amamahum/ is pronounced as / ?i9mamhum//

sounds /9/ and /m/ are  vowel /i/ are intruded at the beginning of the word.Then,the consonant

associated to be two middle Consonant Cluster .In the middle of the word ,the nasal consonant /m/ 

with the /h/ sound to be another middle CC.Furthermore, the speaker omits the  sound is associated

it ,word which can break the association of CC.With reference to SEshort vowel/a/ at the middle of the 

has an intrusion of phonological process in the sound of context.  

  2. Disscussion 

1. Assimilation 

  yet, both  Results suggest that assimilation varies in Standard English more than in KIA .

languages have these three different approaches to the assimilation process: progressive 

assimilation )right to left(, regressive and  reciprocal )both directions at once(.All of them are 

nd in KIA and the regressive present in both languages,except the third one is not fou

assimilation in KIA is more prevalent than SE . Examples are provided for both languages in 

turn. It has been observed that assimilation in KIA happens between two types of sounds, 

n sounds.The third type of assimilation is not namely identical assimilation and approximatio

found in KIA since the native speaker has no tendency to combine phonemes into one .  

  Actually,  the assimilated sound that results from the assimilation process is identical  

e sound, assimilation of the first sort is actually not found sound, or two sounds becoming on

in English, although assimilation of the second kind can be found in both languages. 

However, there are instances  in KIA where identical sounds that share the same place of 
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such as manner of articulation, voice, and —racteristics of the soundsarticulation and cha

an  andlaḥad3 d3a/, tongue movement occur..An example of regressive assimilation is /

and  an example of an identical marated3eh/ example of progressive assimilation is /

ḍaumurta/becomes / um murtaḍaassimilation is//.  

2. Elision 

  By this point, it should be obvious that there are significant differences between how words 

are pronounced when used alone and when they are part of connected speech.ال التعريف  is 

, the definite article remains as it is. In terms of the data commonly elided in KIA .In SE

analysed, the following findings can be given  in comparison with English, it is not found. It 

can be concluded that there are points of Elision process :  

1.ḥtaad3oas in /jeElision of /n/in the end of the word /يحتاجوا"need"،?,ṣllueḥa ,ايحصلوا  

 Elision of /h /, as in these examples /9indo-2/عندو"he have",instead of /9indahu// matfido/ما 

 ./does not benefit him ",instead of /ma tafidahu "تفيدو 

in ".بالمحافظه/Elision of / f /as in these examples :/bilmuḥaafaḍa/instead of /fi almuḥaafaḍa -3

the governorate", /bikbees/ instead of /fi kubajsa/بكبيس "in kubiesa town "  

 ,/Elision of /l/is common in KIA as in these example /?id3aar/instead of /?ald3aar.4

 ./instead of /?alzawad3/"marriage" ,/9aṭabaax/instead of /9ala alṭabaax ازواج/izawaad3?/ 

instead of /haaða al zaman/,"as these هزمان   Elision of a whole syllable as in  /hazaman   -5

days ."  

6.Elision of /9/ as in these examples /?aṭiiki/instead of /?a9ṭiiki/اطيكي "I give you ."  

instead of /9ala alsoq/, "to the عسوق /Elision of medial vowels as in these examples /9asoq -7 

his name" instead of /?ismahu/. It should be obvious by now that the " اسمو/market", /?ismo

way words are spoken in isolation and in the context of connected speech are vastly 

different)Hameed,2013(. Elision of vowels occurs in order to simplify the pronunciation in 

a9țeetuthe word  /?KIA.The vowel sound /u / at the end of / .  

In English, there are three kinds of elision which are elision of consonants, elision of vowels 

and elision of a  whole syllable .  

3. Intrusion 

   of  Intrusion is used by the speakers of KIA as the analysis of data is revealed. Speakers

KIA insert the vowel sound at the beginning of the word preceded by the glottal stop, for 

family  to prevent having   CC of  three "اعويلي/i9waajlee?/ أضيف/example ,/?istiqbel//?iḍeef
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rs .They differ consonants , since KIA and MSA have only a CC of two consonant cluste

from SE which has CCs of two, three and even four consonants .  

 KIA speakers have a tendency to intrude the phoneme /u/and/o/ at the end of the word for 

 ."give him"عطيتو/l bring it", /9țeetu"اجيبو/his name", /ad3ibo" اسمو/example /?ismo 

  The most common kind of intrusion is prothises and Pargoge. The speakers use an extra 

sound at initial position, this is called prothises as the ebove examples and they use an extra 

sound in final position. This kind is called Pargoge as in these examples 

they "حَفَروم/thy come", /ḥafarum"اجم/died,/?id3am/توفم/died",/?itwafam"/ماتم/matam/

 ."get up"أقعدوم/dig",/?iq9idom 

Conclusions  

1. coalescent  KIA has regressive and progressive assimilation, but there is  no

assimilation. Coalescent assimilation is not found in KIA because the dental 

consonant sounds /t/, /d/, /s/, /z/ are not merged with the palatal consonants /j/ to 

form the sounds /tʃ /, /3/and /dʒ/ as in Standard English.  n is Regressive assimilatio

used more than progressive assimilation.  

2. KIA feature examples of elision based on the position of the elided segment, such as 

elision of consonants, vowels, and whole syllables. In KIA,, all types of elision 

depend on context 

3.  .dely used by the native speakers of this dialect. They mostly In KIA, intrusion is wi

use intrusion to minimize the number of syllables of words to speak quickly .  The  

vowels   /i/,/a/ and /u/   are inserted in many words to break up the sequence of  

ʃiftu/"see palms',and / ?naxal/ 'date/,  rid/'coldness'baconsonant clusters as in/

, yet there are a number of  consonants that can be intruded in certain him"

There are three kinds of intrusion which are prothesis,epenthesis and .situations

rothesis inrustion of /?/,/ianaptyxis.KIA tends to utilize the kind of p/ . . Another 

kind of KIA intrusion is epenthesis intrusion which includes the intrusion of 

/j/,/i/,/t/,/w/.  This kind is very rich in KIA .  
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